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About This Content

Crusader Kings II: Viking Metal

From the composer of "Guns, Drums and Steel" for Europa Universalis IV, Paradox brings a new sound to the world of
Crusader Kings II. Test your dynasty's mettle while listening to metal -- our interpretation of Viking Metal! Five new tracks are
added to your game's soundtrack with this music pack, composed and designed from scratch specifically for Crusader Kings II,

blending the intensity of Metal with themes and sounds from Nordic folk music.

The music pack includes following songs:

1. Viking Gods
2. Locust Storm

3. Campfire
4. The Sun And Earth

5. Our Kingdom Will Fall (instrumental)
6. Our Kingdom Will Fall
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I really like this game! It was super cute! I seriously can't wait to play the other paths.
 I would recommend this game to anyone who likes sweet, cute otome games and cats too.. A point and click adventure game
that started on the iPad but been ported to the PC really well. Its a point and click puzzle/adventure game with a heavy music
influence and it has among the best game soundtracks I have heard so far. While not being the hardest game ever it is still
challenging and has a lot of humour in it so enjoyed all my time spent in it. Its a game I'd recommend pretty much everyone to
at least try as is an experience I'd want to share.

Mostly storyline achievements but some harder to find specific ones thrown in. I'd recommend a glance at a guide to find them
all as you could very easily miss a few of them. There are also two achievements tied to not altering the time while playing the
game (which makes sense once you have played the game) and one for....altering the time. Would recommend beating the game
while only using real time or in-game means to beat the game and get the time-altering achievement as your last thing.

Time to 100%: ~4½ hours. aMAZE is alright for what i payed for it ($1 USD for 30min) very casual game play but still not
without its faults some of the maze's you can clip through the wall of the finish and trigger the ability to go to the next maze, and
some of the maze's got obnoxious bright backgrounds. Good game for easy achivements.

Intel I7 6700k
16 gig Ram (DDR4)
EVGA gtx 960 FTW edition. Awesome game. Comes with both original version and the enhanced version with updated
graphics. This version is using the ScummVM engine and does not come with the original executable so you can't copy it to an
old Dos PC.. Simply awesome!!!. This game looks like it has potential, but I found it to be very buggy in ways that spoiled the
game play.

Problems I had include quests in the campaign mode that cannot be finished (especially timed quests; it will sometimes say "day
17 of 10" or whatever and never finish), each time that happened I had to revert to an earlier save and try again. Even more
annoyingly, at one point my entire village simultaneously died "of natural causes", the seasons sped up to a blur of constantly
changing, but despite the fact that everyone was dead according to the population screen, there were still people wandering
around the village. Zombies, presumably. Also, I couldn't figure out why my farmers would only grow vegetables despite having
a grain field as well, they never touched it. I even built a second farm house, but they all just wanted vegetables.. I'm really
happy with how this game came out. The plot is good, the puzzles are challenging, and the twists are entertaining. I don't even
care about the H content (not that those parts aren't good and well written - I liked them a lot) but that the game is very
enjoyable with or without it - the mark of a good game. Some of the characterization I think could have used more fleshing out,
but after playing The Last Sovereign (omg, Sierra, I love that game so much, I can't wait for it to be finished) I think I'm just a
bit spoiled. I've already played through twice, and loved every minute.. I love to sing on this game. and unlike websites for
Karaoke it won't just block my region one day.. This game is certainly a must for the lovers of the older style of Space-Shooters,
featuring a singlle 1st person perspctive from the cockpit of several ships, the mechanics of flight are very realistic. The textures
and models are well designed and reliable, even running at 4k, The Battle of Sol blows the competiton out of the Water- or
should that be Sky? Anyway, the efficient Dev team handle bugs like the best, taking time to sort out each circumstance and get
to the root of the issue.

The Storyline is inventive and enrapturing, with excellent Characterisation and good VA talent.

Overall, TBoS is definitley worth adding to your library!
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I only played online ......if i could connect....and only the EU server was up, Im in the southern hemisphere so my ping was very
high
Very buggy, no ones playing,there are people logged in but they're not moving or talking
Not worth the price this early
Needs alot of work before its worth playing again

. A addictive casual game that had me playing it straight until the end, luckily it wasn't a very long game, but still for the price its
actually pretty good. :). Very cool entry into the turn-based strategy genre. All the combat is one-hit kills so it's all strategy- no
luck involved. Your task is to secure every enemy-held tile on the board. Each tile acquisition increases your mana which is used
to spawn more units or use special abilities to increase movement\/attack range and create or destroy tiles and obstacles. There
are only 4 different classes so the options are limited to that but there is enough there to have very fun and tactical games.

There are a few things to be aware of, though. First, there is only campaign and multiplayer at this point. The devs have
mentioned an interest in adding a versus AI mode but it isn't there yet. The multiplayer could also be improved. As of now,
unless you are playing with a friend, you will likely be playing games 1 turn per day at a time, similar to the old PBeM games.
This is great to have as a feature, but as of now it is the only option. There is no chat or lobby to see if anyone is active. There IS
local hotseat multiplayer though, up to 4 players, so that's nice.

All in all, I do recommend especially if you are a fan of the genre. The devs are very friendly and seem sincere in wanting to
improve the game if they have the resources to do it. As it stands the campaign is very engaging and I look forward to playing
multiplayer with friends. 9\/10. EDIT: They fixed the bug.Thank you for this.

\/\/ Game breaking bug, no word from devs. Refunding. \\\\. Smile to the Priestess and say AMEN.

*the costume actually only appear on battle and walking inside the castle, while it didn't appear when you tried to visit her
room*. While miles better than their first Sherlock Holmes game, this second outing is still not good. The plot's a bit of a
jumble, and the items you have to find far too hidden. There's also no first person option, so most of the game is spent watching
Holmes walk slowly around the large areas.

Frogwares gets better though! In fact every game after this is well worth playing, even the silly Hound of the Baskervilles.. I
liked my VR hands. The sound\/music is very good, loved it!
The entire concept is a little too surreal and eclectic for my taste, too much Dali for me :)
But it's cheap and I love people experimenting with VR so that's why I support these weird titles and even recommend this..
Tare jocul , trebe sa recunosc , mai ales cand nu ai ce face! :D. i got over it, but now i have carpal tunnel
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